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Department
offers reward
for theft clues

and related hardware over the
past two months. Police suspect
there is a ring of computer
thieves operating in Bowling
Faculty and staff in the com- Green.
puter science department are
Three computers, computer
offering a reward for any infor- disks and other items were stomation leading to the arrest and len last Wednesday from the
conviction of those responsible computer science department —
for the computer thefts on cam- a loss valued at $7,040, police
said.
pus.
Ronald Lancaster and AnnLancaster said the loss of the
Marie Lancaster, associate computers is not as important as
the
loss of the disks.
professors of computer science,
and David Chilson, assistant
"Two people's back-up disks
professor of computer science, containing two years of work
are offering $750 of their own were stolen. This work means a
money through Crimestoppers great deal to them," he said. "I
in hopes of ending the rash of feel bad for the victims. The
people who are doing these
computer thefts.
Crimestoppers is a program crimes need to be caught so they
where people may anonymously can get some help."
Lancaster said he hopes peoprovide police with information
surrounding a crime.
Sile come forward with the in"My wife and I feel we need to ormation they have and that he
do something to help," Lancas- would "like nothing better than
ter said. "We don't know what to give this money away."
We already know that there
else we could do."
Police said there have been have been other people who
numerous thefts of computers have seen something," he said.
by Dennis Robaugh
staff reporter

BG News /Pat Mlngarelli

Field Phoning
U.S. Army cadet Randy Wright illustrates how to use a U.S. Army field
phone outside Anderson Arena as part of a ROTC communication

course Wednesday. Bob McGinnis. left; Scott Gordon, middle; and
Rodney Roeser. middle right, look on.

Tobacco ban possible Soviet prof seeks peace
Olscamp recommends smoke-free campus
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

A letter from University
President Paul Olscamp recommending a smoke-free campus has prompted several University organizations to add the
issue to upcoming meeting
agendas.
In the letter
to the organizations, Olscamp said if
the idea
received support, he would
make a recommendation
to the Board of
Trustees to Olscamp
ban smoking

in the University's buildings and
prohibit the sale of tobacco
products on campus.
"He wrote a letter asking if we
would support a smoke-free
campus," Tim Peterson, Undergraduate Student Government president, said.
Peterson said he is looking
into the matter and will propose
a resolution in support of a
non-smoking policy at the Feb. 6
USG meeting.
The Administrative Staff
Council is waiting for its Thursday meeting to discuss the support of a smoke-free campus,
Chairman Patrick Fitzgerald
said.

"We haven't talked about the
letter yet, but in previous meetings we discussed the possibility
of not having cigarettes or
tobacco for sale on campus,"
Fitzgerald said.
The Classified Staff Council
will consider the non-smoking
proposal at its Feb. 21 meeting,
Bob Kreienkamp, chair of the
council, said.
In contrast to Peterson,
Kreienkamp said he has many
questions he would like answered before taking action. He
said before the meeting he
would try to find answers to his
questions concerning restrictions on smokeless tobacco
and how the ban will be enforced.

by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter

The spirit of openness developed in the Soviet
glasnost policy has arrived at the University in the
form of a professor.
Liudmila Georgievna Zubkova, professor of
general and Russian linguistics at the University
of Friendship of Peoples in Moscow, said the ultimate goal of her visit is to establish friendship and
peace between our two countries.
"The more closely we associate, the more
peaceful it will be between our countries," she
said."In reality that is both of our countries' common goal."
Zubkova, who began teaching at the University
last week, said her main goal while she is here this
semester is to help University students improve
their fluency and confidence when speaking Russian.
Speaking through translator Anesa MillerPogacar, German/Russian instuctor, Zubkova
said she is teaching a third-year Russian conversation course and assisting the instruction of a
second-year Russian grammar and conversation

course.
Although this is the first time she has taught in
the U.S., Zubkova said her prior observation of
American students has allowed her to conclude
that Soviet and American students have more in
common than many people are led to believe.
Zubkova said the psychology of the students is
universal — "students are students everywhere."
"I hope my students will notice that Russian
Eeople are the same type of people as Americans
y deepening their understanding of the Russian
culture and their people,"she said.
Eloise Clark, vice president of Academic Affairs, said the language and cultural experiences
Zubkova brings to the classroom are irreplaceable.
"When learning a foreign language, it's more
than learning just the words," she said."It's the
learning of the people.''
These goals of developing relationships between
the countries are felt by others at the University.
Andrea Ward, freshman Soviet Studies major,
said having a professor from the Soviet Union on
campus wul help alleviate students' misconceptions.
C See Soviet Studies, page 3.

Creatures 'hog' Students may carry AIDS Blacks
winter spotlight Doctor estimates virus' presence at University lacking
enzyme
by Jim Tinker
staff reporter

by John Kohistrand
staff reporter

Today is Groundhog Day and according to legend, if the subterranean creature sees nis shadow when he emerges from the earth,
six more weeks of winter-like conditions will follow.
On the other hand, if the groundhog, or woodchuck, does not see
his shadow, spring — and weather much like that of late — is on the
way.
Ray Browne, chairman of the popular culture department, said
the idea of an animal being able to predict the weather dates back to
ancient times.
Man's notion was that since animals were closer to nature they
would know more about it, especially since the animal kingdom had
to be prepared for winter.
Also, the mid-winter doldrums would be firmly entrenched by
February and a ritual helped to make life more interesting, Browne
said.
However, looking for a bleary-eyed, oversized rodent to predict
the weather 42 days in advance is not a very reliable means of
weather forecasting, according to Glen Frey, associate professor of
geography.
"It's a lot easier to flip a coin," Frey said.
He said professional weather forecasters are only capable of predicting weather conditons with guaranteed accuracy two or three
days in advance.
Even when using the world's biggest supercomputers, five or six
days is the longest length of time that meteorologists can expect to
achieve relatively precise predictions, Frey said.
Despite what the furry prognosticator may or may not see
tomorrow, Frey said this weekend definitely will be cold with temperatures perhaps dropping to the zero degree mark.
These arctic-spawned temperatures will cause the month of February to be much colder than average, Frey said.

Thursday
According to fhe National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be cloudy with a
chance ol rain or
snow flurries and a
high ol 3&40. Tonight
will be cloudy with a
chance of snow and
low of 25. Tomorrow
will be mostly cloudy
wlfh a chance of
snow and a high In
the mld-30s

As many as 50 University
students may be carrying the
AIDS virus, according to the
director of the Student Health
Center.
"The true number could be
zero, or the true number could
be 200. Based
on what I
know about
this University, I
would estimate around
50," Dr. Joshua Kaplan
said.
This esti- Wtk/Otm a t e is Kaptan
based on various surveys and
tests indicating that on an
average college campus, three
out of every 1,000 students may
be a carrier of AIDS, he said.
Kaplan said he was unaware
of any students now carrying
the AIDS virus on campus, but
added only a "dozen or so"
students have been tested for

the disease.
AIDS, or acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, attacks
the body's immune system and
leaves Its victims vulnerable
to many common diseases, he
said.
These estimates do not mean
that University students are
afflicted with the disease, but
they may be carriers of the
virus, he said.
The AIDS virus can be carried and transmitted for an
average of seven to eight years
without the disease developing, he said.
While much has been done to
educate University students
and the nation about the dangers of the disease, Kaplan said
he expects AIDS rates to continue to rise.

"If one person has AIDS at
the beginning of a semester...
20 students could have AIDS by
the end of the semester," Kaplan said.
However, he said the greater
the number of sexual partners
a student has, the greater the

chance for widespread contamination.
Nationally, there have been
80,353 confirmed cases of
AIDS, according to the Ohio
Department of Health. Kaplan
said he estimates 25 times that
number are carriers of the
disease, resulting in 1.5 million
Americans carrying the AIDS
virus.

Although the number of
AIDS cases is high, he indicated AIDS testing is not
needed at the University because there is no cure for the
virus.
"What we would tell the carriers of the virus is the same
we tell everyone," he said.
"Limit your sex partners and
use condoms." Although testing is available at the Student
Health Center, Kaplan advised
students be tested elsewhere
because the health center puts
test results on the student's
permanent record. Insurance
Q See AIDS, page 3.

by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

Thousands of black school
children in Minnesota can safely
drink milk as the result of a University professor's research in
minority health care.
Kenneth Kiple, professor of
history, studied the causes of
diseases —such as malnutrition
— which have historically affected blacks. Through his
research, he proved many
blacks cannot digest milk.
He said this is because blacks
lack an enzyme which aids in the
digestion of lactose — a sugar
found in milk.
"It's a serious problem, especially in kids who do not realize
they are lactose-intolerant," Kiple said.
Using Kiple's research, Minnesota State Senator Allan
Spear persuaded other legislators to pass a state mandate
which requires school districts
to provide lactose-reduced milk
for lunch and breakfast programs.
See Research, page 4.

News in Brief
Clyde the crustacean
needs aquarium in Neb.
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Clyde, an 80-year-old
Maine lobster, is a lone way from his stomping
grounds but he should feel right at home in this
landlocked state. After all, he's been named an
honorary citizen of Nebraska.
But the 17-pound crustacean will be moving on to
saltier waters, or worse, fall victim to the lobster

pot, if his new owner cannot raise J6.000 to buy an
aquarium to keep him at Omaha's Henry Doorly
Zoo.

instead give her 10 smaller lobster tails, but Douglas said the zoo will only accept Clyde on a permanent basis if a chilled saltwater tank is purchased
to house him.

"I don't want him being sold. I don't want him
being eaten," said Louise Douglas, who won Clyde
through a grocery store drawing. "If he made it
more than 80 vears, I don't want him killed."
Hinky Dinky store manager Tim Myers said
patrons oooohed and ahhhed at the mighty lobster
when it was lowered into the tank before the draw-

Otherwise he'll be sent to the New York Aquarium, said Randy Wisthoff, associate director of the
zoo. He said the lobsters on display at the zoo are
Caribbean creatures and live in warmer waters
than Maine lobsters.

%yers agreed to donate the lobster to the zoo and

Meanwhile, Clyde is being stored at the zoo in a
big cooler.
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Ditching the
U.S. answer to
drugs, aliens
Don't dig the ditch.
The United States government, concerned
about the increasing number of illegal aliens and
amount of drugs smuggled across the border from
Mexico, is planning to alleviate the problem by digging a ditch — four miles long, 14 feet wide and five
feet deep.
Unfortunately, by doing this the government is
doing no more than putting a Band-Aid on a severe
wound.
Officials estimate that every month 300 to 400 vehicles are driven across the San Diego area border,
where the ditch will be built. The ditch may stop
these vehicles, but tens of thousands of immigrants
cross on foot. The ditch is not aimed at stopping illegal pedestrian crossers.
In addition, digging the ditch would allow history
to repeat itself. In 1972 a chain-link fence called the
"Tortilla Curtain" was placed along the El Paso
border. It didn't take long until the fence looked like
Swiss cheese —illegal aliens cut holes in it and
crossed regardless of government efforts to create
a physical barrier.
Another barrier would be nothing but a momentary inconvenience for aliens. Just as the fence had
holes cut in it, the ditch would soon be bridged with
boards.
Even if the four-mile barrier is dug at the single
most popular crossing area, Mexicans will still
have 1,896 more miles of border at which to cross.
Desperate people are willing to take desperate actions. Aliens who have their hearts set on entering
the U.S. might leave the trucks behind to go by air
or by foot.
But more important than the fact it will cost the
U.S. $2 million to dig the ditch — and more money
to maintain it — is the fact our nation is making an
ugly statement by digging it in the first place.
Rather than helping the Mexicans find solutions
for their socio-economic problems and deteriorating relations between our two nations, we would
rather take the Berlin Wall approach.
Although more than 1.5 million aliens enter the
country illegally each year and something must be
done to reduce these numbers, physical barriers
are not the answer — to this or the drug problem.
Instead, the nation needs to work with the leaders
of Mexico to convince them they must take an active part in retaining their citizens — at least until
they can revive their economy. Mexico's economic
dependence on drug trade is also an issue which
must be addressed.
Although solutions to this problem are hard to
find, one thing is clear. Digging a ditch is not an answer.
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NANCY ERIKSON - JUST SAY KNOW

Bundy's life reflects us
What goes on in the pauses of this conversation?
Which is about free will and politics and
the need for passion.
Just this: I think of the woman they did not
kill.
Instead they sewed her face shut, closed
her mouth to a hole the size of a stra w, and
put her back on the streets, a mute symbol.
It doesn't matter where this was done or
why or whether by one side or the other;
such things are done as soon as there are
sides.
And I don't know if good men living crisp
lives exist because of this woman or in spile
other.
But power like this is not abstract, it s not
concerned with politics and free will, it's
beyond slogans and as for passion, this is its
intricate denial, the knife that cuts lovers
out of your flesh like tumors, leaving you
breastless and without a name, flattened,
bloodless, even your own voice ca uterized by
too much pain,
a flayed body untangled string by string
and hung to the wall, an agonized banner
displayed for the same reason flags are.
"Torture" by Margaret Atwood.
Ted Bundy deserved to die. At least that is
what some people think and the law of the
land supports this kind of thinking.
I don't really have a problem with this.
Personally, I am against capital punishment

but I do see its practicality. And when it
comes to people like Bundy, maybe an electric chair is the best cure for their problems.
Bundy confessed to the killings and even
conceded that he deserved to die. I don't really have a problem with this either. I don't
think we'll ever really know what was going
inside of Bundy's head the day he died. He
said a lot of things, but then again, he has
been saying a lot of things all along. That is
why it has taken so long to have nim executed.
Supposedly, Bundy was a charmer. That
was why he always had women with him and
it could be part of the reason he killed those
women. We don't know if he hated women or
wanted to dominate them, maybe both. All
we know is what we saw — a man saying he
deserved to die and that he loves his family
very much.
We do know one more thing, though.
We know that Bundy and everything he
represented is still very much alive in the
United States, even though his body is no
longer with us.
See, Bundy represented something in all of
us — the need to kill. Now, of course, I am
not saying we all walk around thinking of
ways to do the kind of things Bundy did.
Consciously, we don't.
However, the more civilized man becomes, the less true he becomes to his species. And once a species is denied one of its
natural instincts, it tends to compensate for
that loss.
This may not make sense. Maybe I can
explain by example. When man was still
prehistoric, he had to kill to survive. This
was a socially acceptable and natural practice. Today, man does not have to kill. He
doesn't need to hunt to survive. However, his

need to dominate a lower species may still
exist.
Maybe, somewhere in the instinct part of
man's brain, there is still the need to dominate and kill. This could have been Bundy's greatest motivation for killing those
women. The instinct part of his brain saw
the women as a wooly mammoth or something.
And like I said, it seems that this need to
kill exists in all of us.
This may offend some of you. You may be
thinking to yourself, "I don't want to kill
anyone. I am not on the same moral scale as
Bundy. I would never rape or mutilate
anyone."
Most people never think about instincts
and prehistoric hunters and don't really relate to them at all.
But every now and then a really good movie will come out likeP/atoon and part of its
popularity is because of the violence in it.
One of the most popular novelists in this
country is Stephen King. His books may be
well written but the violence in some of them
makes Bundy look like Peter Pan. One of the
most popular pastimes on this campus is
hockey —probably the most violent game
short of boxing.
The point is that we live in a very violent
society, a society that helped contribute to
Bundy's problem — no respect for life.
When Bundy was executed last week,
many people cheered and threw parties because, as some people said, he was a barbarian. Bundy may have been a murderer, but
those who made a party out of his death are
the barbarians.
Erikson, a senior magazine journalism
major from Burton, Ohio, is a columnist for

al rights reserved
Editorial Office
210 West HaH

Bowfcng Green State University
Bowtng G/een. Ohio 43403 0276
8 00am to 5 00 p m
Monday through Friday
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LETTERS
Proposition 42
hurts athletes
I am writing to correct the
glaring errors of fact and perception contained in Christopher
May's letter (Jan. 26).
First, May has confused
NCAA Proposition 42 with Propostion 48. Proposition 48, the
guideline in current use, states a
student-athlete must achieve a

700 minimum composite on the
SAT and graduate from high
school with at least a 2.0 GPA to
participate in intercollegiate
athletics his freshman year of
college.
Proposition 42. which was recently passed fay the NCAA,
prohibits giving scholarships to
anyone not meeting minimum
standards outlined in Proposition 48.
While Proposition 48 has its
critics, many feel it gives many
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men and women who have been
marginal high school students a
chance to adjust to college life.
Proposition 42 would deny them
any financial support and opportunity. Surely May and President Olscamp can see the
difference between the two.
Next, May claims studentathletes are just like any other
student and should be treated
accordingly. This is a preposterous assumption. At many
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by Chris Mead

schools, student-athletes are the
driving forces in multi-million
dollar revenue producers for
universities.
The dollar figures at the University are less, but even here,
the student-athlete helps generate income for the University.
Also, athletics are a drain on
bojh the athletes' time and
energy, so special provisions
need to be made.
Finally, there is May's naive
contention students in inner-city
schools set their own limits on
how much they can achieve.
Literally hundreds of studies
conducted in recent years prove
beyond a doubt inner-city students do not receive top-flight
classroom instruction, must
make do with inferior textbooks
and other school supplies, study
in substandard faculties and so
on.
As the situation continues to
deteriorate many bright innercity students must place avoiding violent confrontation and/or
not being the victim of crime as
their number one day-to-day
priority.
May's contention that most of
these students don't do well because they don't want to reveals
a profound ignorance of the realities of inner-city life and hints
at what some may call racism.
But May is a student and I am
always glad to see a student express his opinions in writing. Ill
mark May s mistaken notions to
youthful indiscretion. One can
only wonder what has prompted
President Olscamp to also voice
his support of Proposition 42.
Steve Hesske
English Dept.
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Bar liabilities may rise Roommates not at risk
cision and be more careful of
their serving procedures to ensure that they don't expose
themselves to this newfound
liability of over-serving customers," Bakies said.
Local bar owners and managers assert that the ruling will
significantly affect the way they
serve customers.
Mike Stickles, manager for
Sundance Restaurant, 110 N.
Main St., said the owner has
called for a meeting of all employees for this weekend in order to discuss the court decision.
"People will have to be more
aware and there may be more
•cutoffs' on (intoxicated) people," Stickles said.
Jeff Hobbie, owner of Uptown/Downtown, 162 N. Main
St., said the ruling will only
slighty affect his serving
policies.

by Scott R Whltehead
city editor

Taverns may now be held
more responsible for serving alcohol to intoxicated patrons, according to a Jan. 25 Ohio Supreme Court ruling.
The ruling concerns a 1979
case in which a drunken woman
crashed head-on into another
car, killing herself and four peoSile in the second car. According
o the ruling, the country club
which served alcohol to the
woman may have been partially
responsible for the accident.
Gregory Bakies, directing attorney of Student Legal Services, said the ruling could have
serious ramifications for local
bars.
"I think the tavern owners will
have to be conscious of the de-

Soviet Studies
U Continued from page 1.

said.

Zubkova said although this is
her first experience teaching in
the United States, she has taught
in other countries.
Formally she worked as a
Russian instructor in Indonesia,
Austria, England, Italy and at
international seminars, she

Her professional goal at the
University is to provide assistance in teacher methodology to
her colleagues here, Zubkova
said.
Clark said Zubkova is already
having a very significant impact
on the language courses.

Host an exci iange student.

"We've always cut people off
if we think they've had too much
to drink," Hobbie said.

ADS unacceptable as reason for room change

He said the decision may have
less impact on college towns like
Bowling Green than it would on
more urban cities.

by John Kohlstrand
staff reporter

"I think in a college town, it
may have a different effect.
One, most people here walk to
the bars. And two, I think people
here tend to go from bar to bar,"
Hobbie said! "How will they
know which bar to hold responsible?"
Hobbie also expressed concern that his liquor liability insurance rates may rise due to
the ruling.
"I just hope the insurance
rates don't get so expensive that
bars are forced to change their
operating hours, their prices or
simply have to close," he said.
Bill Clevidence, an insurance
agent for Huber-Harger-Welt &
Smith, 129 E. Court St., said insurance rates for bars will almost certainly be affected.
"I would not want to be a
tavern owner right now because
this will drive their (insurance)
rates up," Clevidence said. "It's
going to affect (tavern owners)
from the liability end. They'll be
even more responsible than they
are now."

While campus residents carSying the AIDS virus will be
fait with individually, no
room change requests will be
granted for students with
roommates carrying the virus.
Guidelines written last May
by a committee of the residence life staff and the director of the Student Health
Center state that students with
an AIDS-related disorder "will
be referred to the Director of
the University Health Center
for a case-by-case evaluation."
These same guidelines,
however, also state "Requests
from a student with an AIDS-
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companies use these records,
Kaplan said.
"The fact that you felt you
needed to be tested suggests
your being in a high risk
group," he said.
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said.
While figures for college campuses are not tabulated, Ohio
has seen 1,131 confirmed cases
of AIDS since 1982, said Lois
Hall, coordinator for surveillance at the Ohio Department of
Health. Of these cases, 293 — or
26 percent — are in the 20 to
29-year-old age group.

In 1988, 28 percent of new AIDS
cases were in the 20 to 29 age
group, compared to 21 percent
nationally.
Locally, Hall said there have
been only four confirmed cases
of AIDS in Wood County — all of
whom have died.

is now renting
Frazee Avenue Apartments for Fall 1989
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"We would refer to Dr. Kaplan's good judgment on a
case-by-case basis," she said.

Free and confidential testing
Kaplan said none of the cases
is available at the Medical ColThis indicated a trend among in the county were University
lege of Ohio in Toledo, Kaplan college-age students. Hall said. students.
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Edmonds said present guidelines would be changed to reflect any new information
about AIDS.
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left

to a razor or toothbrush, and
from that instrument to an
open wound on the other person.
In fact, a student actually
suffering from AIDS would be
more at risk than his or her
roommate, Kaplan said.
Other diseases caught
through casual contact with a
roommate could kill an AIDS
patient because his immune
system is damaged, Kaplan
said.

AIDS

....... Week Day Specials—----j
Good Mon-Thurs
Only

related disorder, a roommate
of that student or of parents, to
move a student out of an oncampus student room/living
unit for the reason of AIDS will
not be granted."
"With the information we
know, there are only certain
ways it would be contracted,"
said Mary Edmonds, vice
president of student affairs.
There is no risk of roommates transmitting AIDS by
engaging in normal activities,
said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student Health
Center.
The only way the AIDS virus
could be transmitted by
roommates is by sharing
razors or toothbrushes, he
said. This would involve transferring blood from one person

224 E. Woosler

Winter
Clearance

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
!-"< )K RISINt. SENK >RS WITI I INTEREST IN PUBLIC: AFFAIRS
EA< 11 FELLA >WSI UP AMOt INT IS SI.5O0

Deadline: Friday, March 3, 1989
The Ii.i/.ici Reams Public Affairs I rv lergraduaie Fellowship Program was
esial ilished In !'. >7. s In re< ognition ol Frazler Reams, Sr. and his distinguished
servii e In ihe broadcasting Industry as a member of < ongress and as .i rrusiee <>i
Howling Green State i niversity

Five Fellowships may I te granted annually IO using seniors who Intend to pursue
i areers In public affairs (speech communii alii >n, broach asting, journalism political
oi governmental service, public health, communltj servk e, law or some other
i luhiu affairs field) A rising senior is a student with a miniumum < ■ P.A, ol 3.2 who
will .mend IM i.si foi iwo semesters of his/het senioi year, and will gr.uiu.ne no
sooner ih. in May 1990 Eat h iciiow will receive SI.5O0 The selection ol fellows will
be based on an Initial si reenlng process and further review which may Include
personal Interviews

Sweaters

Turtlenecks

25%
OFF

25%
OFF

25% OFF

All Winter
Jackets

BGSU Rugbys

All Acccessories

30%
OFF

40% OFF

$25.°° OFF

The application form and all support materials, including letters ol
recommendation, must !«■ submitted io ihe university Relations of fit e, Mileti
Alumni Center by i 30p m Friday, March :t. 1980.

Values up to $125.°°

Applk ations are .i\ ailal >le In ihe i iniverslty Relations Office, Mileti Alumni

Cal. Ivy

Skirts-Tops-Pants

Belts-Socks
Scarves-Mittens-Hats. etc.

JEANS N THINGS

Center; School ol Mass i ommunlcatlons. 302 west Hall: and the Political Science
Department, 115 Williams Hall

531 Ridge (across from Mac West)
Hours:

352-8333

CHARITIES WEEK
Give A Little To The World
Support These Campus Events

*M

Event- Bake Sale
Sponsor- COCO/NTSA
When- Mon.- Fri.

*

EventLock-Out
Sponsor- McDonald North
When- Mon.- Fri.

Event- Penny Wars
Sponsor- Roger-Quad Council
When- Mon.- Fri.

2

EventRaffle
Sponsor- Third World
Graduate Association
When- Mon.- Fri.

Event- Lock-Out
Sponsor- Rogers
When- Mon.- Fri.

Look forward to Candy/Bake Sale and Theta Alpha Phi
Carnation Sale Feb. 6-10
Sponsored by Charities Board

+M

((
fi

s

Event- Fun Game Night
Sponsor- Black Student Union
When- Friday, Feb. 3rd

*M

+M
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*M

*M

*M
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Phi Mu proudly announces
their New 1989 Initiates!

Teri Bollie
Bobbie Jo Ciochetto
Kim Cowan
Karen Crum
Lisa Demarco
Tammy Duncan
Tricia Eckert
Carolyn Hruby
Jane Kallenberg
Angie Mangas
Molly Mclntyre
Patti Munday

■6"

*M

M-T 10-8:00
F-Sat. 10-5:30
Sun. 12-5:00

*

2 ■

2

Halle Philpott
Kim Polek
Cristi Reder
Gretchen Schmidt
Megan Seekamp
Anne Spahr
Tracy Spangler
Tina Steinbrecher
Dawn Stribrny
Leanne Suter
Michele Sykora
Julie Welniak
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CONGRATULATIONS!
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University to remove PCBs Home Ec Dept.
by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

The University has organized
a $2.8 million plan to remove all
poly-chlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) from campus.
Cliff Boutelle, University director of public relations, said
PCBs must be removed from all
existing structures by Oct. 1,
1990. This deadline was set by
the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in 1985.
PCBs were developed in the
1920s as a coolant or insulator in
transformers and other equipment. However by the 1970s, the
EPA determined PCBs were
carcinogenic, said Rich Carter,
PCB section manager of the
EPA in Columbus.
Boutelle said there are about
100 locations at the University
where PCBs need to be removed.
"High voltage electrical
equipment containing PCBs can
be found in virtually every building on campus," Boutelle said.
Dan Parratt, manager of en-

EPA sets October 1990
elimination deadline
vironmental services, said most
PCBs are located in the mechanical or electrical rooms in
basements of buildings.
Boutelle said the removal plan
is being conducted by University
officials and Chem-Tech Consultants from Bellville. The University chose Chem-Tech as
consultants for several reasons,
he said.
"The University received two
proposals and selected the one
that would serve the University
best," Boutelle said. "(ChemTech) worked with University
officials to come up with the
plans to meet the 1990 deadline."
Chem-Tech officials are evaluating how the PCB removal
will be executed. The $2.8 million removal cost is based on estimates given by the consultants
as to how much the actual
process will cost, Boutelle said.
Chris Dalton, vice president
for planning and budgeting, said

the Board of Trustees is waiting
for final budget approval before
they appropriate funds for the
project.
Boutelle said the University
has received bids from contractors who will inspect the PCB
sites, clean up spills and leaks
and insure the area is safe for
the contractors. The company
handling this process will be announced soon, he said.
Once the area has been secured, a different group of contractors will either replace the
contaminated machinery or
drain the PCB oils and refill the
equipment with non-PCB oils,
Boutelle said.
Two more bids will be given
out to separate contractors —
one for the retrofitting of the
high voltage equipment and one
for the disposal of this equipment if need be, he said.
Because each function of the
PCB removal process is

different, four separate contractors are needed, Boutelle said.
"Each company specializes in
a different area," he said.
The work on machinery is
scheduled to begin this summer
and last for several months,
with a possibility of periodic
electrical shutdowns, he said.
"We do not anticipate any
buildings to be closed during this
process," Boutelle said.
Lynn Moos, chief of the regulatory section of the chemical
regulations branch in the EPA
office of toxic substances, said
"PCBs have been known to
cause chloracne (a skin problem) and are harmful because
they persist in the environment.
The chemical also can cause
toxic effects in animals such as
skin lesions, cancerous tumors,
reproductive problems and gastric disorders, she said.
Although PCBs are toxic,
Boutelle said the chemicals pose
no health threat.
"PCB units on campus pose no
health threats because they are
See Removal, page 7.

updates name
by Fred Wright
staff reporter

Students walking past the Home Economics building may soon notice the sign in front no longer reads "Home Economics" but, instead, "Applied Human Ecology."
The name change reflects the decision of the faculty and staff of
the University's department of home economics to change the department's name to applied human ecology.
Deanna Radeloff, chair of the department, said this name change
had been under consideration for some time.
"We had been considering changing the name for 10 to 15 years
now," she said. "We finally decided to change the name and it was
approved in December.''
Radeloff said the name was changed for several reasons. Students
had been complaining the name falsely stereotyped the type of
courses they were taking.
A survey taken of the students in the department indicated that a
name change was needed, Radeloff said.
Faculty who came from other colleges and universities revealed
that similar departments at other schools were referred to as Human Ecology and Environmental Studies, she said.
Gail Wood, graduate student in food nutrition, said although she
likes the new name, it is too vague in defining the department.
"But it's definitely a step up from home economics," she said.
About 750 undergraduate students and 90 graduate students are
included in the department of applied human ecology, Radeloff said.
Some of those disciplines include dietetics, restaurant management,
interior design and home economics, she said.

Research
C Continued from page 1.

Petitions for USG President,
Vice President and twelve
At-Large Representatives
for 1989-90 are available in
405 Student Services
thru February 16.

The U.S. Army purchased
over 100 copies of his book, An-

other Dimension to the Black
Diaspora — Diet, Disease and
Racism — probably because of
the large number of enlisted

I ALL YOU CAN EAT!
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BBQ RIBS

183

RIBS
4:30-7:00 p.m.

KIDO

• . .$4.00

1
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blacks, Kiple said.
"I would hope what the Army
was up to was to sensitize white
physicians to black health problems," he said.
Kiple said the different health
needs of blacks have been ignored by "an essentially white
medical establishment.''
"I would hope that my
research would help to bring
about an awareness on the part
of the entire health care
system," he said. "An awareness that there are significant
differences in the black-white
experience and needs."
Because of varied geographical areas and climates, he said
each race is genetically
different. Kiple said "white

norm" standards have failed to
deal with the particular health
problems faced by minorities.
"Until (black health needs)
are recognized, blacks are going
to get shortchanged in health
care," Kiple said.
Alyce Walden, director of
nursing at Wood County Hospital, said she agrees that the
different health needs of blacks
have been ignored. "I think
sometimes we are insensitive,"
she said."People haven't become aware of the need to be
sensitive to black health care."
Health care needs are usually
geared toward non-minority
members of the community, she
said.
THURSDAY NITE IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS ONLY $2.00

OU/ER

Bill Murray I

HI

>■■

TONITE AT 7:00 P.M.

TONITE AT 8:45 ""''

CHARLESTOWN=
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

LttOT)^

Thursday
College I.D. Night
(reduced admission with valid I.D.
Beach Blanket Contest
win great cash& prizes!

Friday
Rambo Contest
Fabulous cash and
prizes to give away!
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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City

Although the Wood County
Engineer said he believes the
county needs an increased license fee to repair bridges
and roads, Bowling Green's
Deputy Registrar said money
merely is being mismanaged.
State legislation was passed in 1987 allowing counties to
add up to $10 on all license
fees, but according to Tony
Allion, county engineer, the
legislation was not necessary
at that time.
"We've talked about imelementine the tax since
len, but nave just recently
felt it was needed," Allion
said. "If the tax were put into
effect it would raise approximately $700,000 annually for
the county. That money
would be used to repair
county roads and bridges.
According to Allion, there
are currently 15 bridges
closed and 90 others with load
limitations. The county also
has many roads that need to
be widened and repaved, he
said.
Allion said the license fee
tax is the only way to increase
revenue for these projects.
Bowling Green Deputy Registrar Clement Eng said he
disagrees with the proposed
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City to seek reinvestment

License cost
spurs debate
by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

■G Newt

by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

license fee increase.
"The current license fee for
a year in Bowling Green is
$21.50. If the increase goes
through, citizens will pay
$31.50," Eng said.
"In my opinion, the tax is
ludicrous," Eng said. "The
city voted down a tax in
November, but City Council
raised their salaries 50 percent anyway."
The city has been collecting
$5 on every license fee since
last January, which equals at
least $10,000 a month in revenue, he said.
"I'd like to know where that
money goes," Eng asked.
Charles Kerr, city finance
director, disagreed with
Eng's estimation and said the
city needs more money to fix
roads.
"We've never been able to
fund all the necessary road
work needed in the city,"
Kerr said. "The $5 increase in
license fees which took place
last January generates
$60,000 a year to the city and
that is $5,000 a month."
According to Allion, there
must be two public hearings
on the issue before county
commissioners decide
whether or not to pass it.
"I think the commissioners
realize the need for the tax is
there and I am optimistic it
will pass," Allion said.

Three areas of Bowling Green
will be more attractive lo businesses if City Council approves a
community reinvestment ordinance at Monday's meeting.
The ordinance would allow
businesses to receive a 100 percent real estate tax credit for
five years, by locating in
"community reinvestment
areas" —underdeveloped sections of property which have
space for firms to locate or
expand (see map).
After the first five years, the
tax credit would decrease by 20
percent each year for another
live years. Businesses already
established in the areas would
also be eligible for the rebates,
according to the ordinance.
"These three areas have been
identified as having the greatest
need for development and renovation," said City Administrator
Colleen Smith.
The closest area to campus —
reinvestment area 2 — includes
the property of the former H.J.
Heinz Co. ketchup factory.
Smith said the site has suffered
great deterioration since the
factory closed.
"There is not one single ele-

ment there to encourage renovation or construction," she said.
City Council President John
Quinn, who is chairman of the
Planning, Zoning and Economic
Development Committee which
submitted the ordinance to
Council, said he has received
little negative feedback about it.
"In fact, a lot of people have
contacted me, saying they support it," he said.
Some dissension erupted during the Jan. 16 Council meeting
over the effect new businesses
would have on property owners
surrounding the reinvestment
areas.
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Smith said this is one of the
negative sides to the ordinance.

m

"We have no legal tool to deny
undesirable industries, such as
foundries, from locating in these
areas," she said.
Although Cooper Industrial
Products has indicated interest
in the area. Smith said no businesses have formally requested
a place.
If Council approves the ordinance, Smith said new businesses
could locate immediately in the
reinvestment areas if rezoning
is not necessary.
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CAMPUS
POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"
Brings You Live Entertainment!!

: AMERICAN

! LUNG ASSOCIATION =
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• Thursday
• Friday
• Saturday

Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu

TRACY DRAGER
We wish you the best
in the Miss BGSG pageant!

STARTING AT 10:00p.m.

WINTER COLORS DE BENETTON.
Franklin Park Mall & Portside Marketplace

Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu
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ENJOV GOOD LIVING IN '89 WXH
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4 30

Phone 352-9378
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Monday-Friday

FOX RUN HOUSING
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
Furnished wall 10 wall < arpetlng
PIEDMONT APTS.
Extra i«irn< closets - linen i losei
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
c ..is heal ."Hi i iiokinK
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Laundo areas In each building
6TH AND 7TH
Patio area grills available
RAILVIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
Sound-conditioned tnterioi
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT
All residents will have membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
•
•
•
•
•
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Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
Metro Sauna
Complete Exercise Equipment
Indoor Heated Pool
New Weight Equipment
Tanning Booth Available

MINICOURSES

NotY)ur
(>dinary Banker.

8

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases
Features
UNITS

NICOURSES

J

2
O

fetmS/HAS A MINICOURSE FOR YOU
MIXOLOGY 1
Mondays: Feb. 6, 13,
20, 27; Mar. 6, 13
218 Hayes Hall
6:45 - 7:45 pm
$20.00 at sign-ups
MIXOLOGY II
Mondays: Feb. 6, 13,
20, 27; Mar. 6, 13
218 Hayes Hall
8:00 - 9:00 pm
$20.00 at sign-ups
Instructor: Mike Stemple
RAGBASKET MAKING
Tuesday, March 7
Ohio Suite in Union
7:00 - 10:00 pm
$12.50 at sign-ups
Instructor: Deloris Heise

MI NICOURSES

Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizza
One Quart of Coke
With One Item
Extra Hems $1.20
a $10.00 value
Extra Items 70' a $5.20 value
352-9638
Campus Pollyeyes
352-9638 Campus Pollyeyes

::

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office

M

$8.00

$4.00

Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters
gmn m

Eric Klinger
Kieth McCoy
Urn Because

WINE TASTING
Mondays: Feb. 6, 13,
20, 27; Mar. 6, 13
218 Hayes Hall
9:15 - 10:15 pm
$30.00 at sign-ups
Instructor: Mike Stemple
CPR
Weds: Feb. 22; Mar. 1,
8, 15
Ohio Suite in Union
7:00 - 9:00 pm
$35.00 due at
sign-up
Instructor: Red Cross
Sign up in UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
by Feb 3rd
Call 372-2343 or
353-6030

MINIC lOURSES

COLOR ANALYSIS
Monday, Feb. 6
Ohio Suite in Union
7.00 - 10:00 pm
$12.50 at sign-ups
Instructor: Dr. Deanna
Radeloff
GLEMBY'S
HAIRSTYLING
AND HAIRCARE
Tuesday, Feb. 7
Ohio Suite in Union
7:00 - 9:00 pm
FREE!
Instructor: GLEMBY'S
WREATH MAKING
Tuesday, Feb. 28
Ohio Suite in Union
7:00 - 10:00 pm
$12.50 at sign-ups
Instructor: Deloris Heise
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Notlbur Ordinary Bank.
The word is ouLThere's a
much different breed of banker
in town. Your Fifth Third banker.
Alert to financial opportunity.
Aggressive in protecting your
financial future Working over
time to offer you the rates and
products that keep you ahead of

the pack With ihe remarkable One
Account Plus' checking account
The BankSafe." an accessible
money market accoum. And a
variety of CD's paying some of the
most competitive rates in town.
Ifs caDed Relationship Banking. And it means services thai

will always keep up with your
changing needs. Service mat is
backed By over 125 years of
experience Clearly this is not
your ordinary breed of banker.
Bui ihen Fifth Third is not your
ordinary bank.Theyre working
overtime.

Htm THIRD BANK
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Now serting Findlay, Tiffin. Bowling (ireen. Fostoria. Basrom. and Sew Riegel.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
New Bush appointment surprising 'Cop killer' conviction questioned
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is expected to name a
Democrat with hawkish credentials as his top State Department
aide for Latin America in a bid for a bipartisan approach toward
Central American policy, administration officials said Wednesday.
The selection of Bernard Aronson, a one-time assistant to former
Vice President Walter Mondale, came as a surprise because his
name had not been on any of the long lists circulating here on prospective successors to former Assistant Secretary of State Elliott
Abrams.
Aronson, 42, is best known for the help he gave to President Reafan in building congressional support for the Nicaraguan Contras in
986, the last year Congress approved military aid for the rebels.
Aronson, from 1977 to 1981, was a vice presidential speechwriter
and deputy assistant to President Carter, and currently is on a
Council on Foreign Relations study group on Central America. The
officials who confirmed his appointment spoke on condition of anonymity.

DALLAS (AP) — The man whose conviction for killing a police
officer was questioned in the movie "The Thin Blue Line" has gotten
the backing of the district attorney in his quest for a new trial.
A brief filed by District Attorney John Vance's office in the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals on Monday said perjured testimony may
have tainted the conviction of Randall Dale Adams for the 1976 slaying of Robert Wood. Vance said, however, he still believes Adams is
guilty of the murder.
The officer was shot at least five times during a traffic stop.
Adams, 40, of Columbus. Ohio, has spent 12 years in prison, consistently maintaining his innocence.
A key witness changed his testimony last month and said Adams
wasn't even in the car stopped by Wood. A judge ruled Adams did not
get a fair trial and should either be granted another or set free.
Evidence has surfaced that at least four other trial witnesses lied,
authorities have said. Last fall, the documentary "The Thin Blue
Line" examined the case.

STATE / LOCAL
Bill to improve education access

Ohio to battle teen pregnancy

COLUMBUS (AP) — The House passed 82-13 Wednesday a proposal allowing Ohioans to invest in tax-free revenue bonds of the state
as a means of putting money aside for their children's college educations.
Rep. Paul Jones(D-Ravenna), the chief sponsor, said his bill
would help improve access to higher education, as a similar program has done in Illinois.
Jones said bonds would be made available in small amounts to
make them available to families with modest investment resources.
He said the state has an obligation to do what it can to alleviate the
increasing costs of education and added: "There exists an urgent
demand for this kind of affordable program.''

COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio, which has the nation's sixth highest
teenage pregnancy rate, launched a public awareness campaign
Wednesday to curb what was termed an increasing problem that
already costs the state $220,000 a day.
Gov. Richard Celeste, Health Director Ronald Fletcher and others
on hand for ceremonies at a Columbus school said the "Teen Parent
TRAP" campaign is aimed at 11- to 14-year-olds becoming aware of
sex who may need guidance to avoid pitfalls.
Numerous statistics were cited to demonstrate the need forpublic
concern, heightened by a study of a task force appointed by Celeste
in 1986 to assess the problem.
The kickoff included teens in video and live performances that featured music, academic achievement, sports and others that Fletcher said can guide teenaged girls in positive directions.
"Building self-esteem is the key," he said.
The Campaign for All Ohio's Children, a statewide action group
based in Columbus, cited statistics suggesting that in addition to
public expense, the social costs of teen pregnancies are enormous.

Jones' bill went to the Senate where Sen. Paul
Pfeifer(R-Bucyrus), has introduced legislation that envisions the
same goal but takes a different approach, permitting parents to
create trust funds for future college costs, with similar tax advantages.

MONDAY
176 E. Wooster St..
&* Bowling Green
For Reservations, Call353 0100

TUESDAY

Prime Rib
Buffet

Prime Rib
Buffet

With Free Beveroge
5 00-8:00 P M

With Free Beverage
5 00-8 00 P M.

7.95

7.95

WEDNESDAY
Family Night
ALL THE RIBS A
CHICKEN
YOU CAN EAT
Family Style Dinner
Chicken 5 50 Ribs 7.50

Shepherd announces separation
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actress CybOl Shepherd and her husband
have separated after two years of marriage.
Shepherd, who plays the witty detective Maddie Hayes on TV's
"Moonlighting," and Bruce Oppenheim, a chiropractor, were married March 1,1987. They have year-old twins, Ariel and Zachariah.
The separation was announced Tuesday by Shepherd's publicist.Cheryl Kagen. No reason for the separation was given. Kagen
said the custody of the children wasn't being disclosed.
Shepherd, 39, lives in Los Angeles and has custody of her 9-yearold daughter, Clementine, from a previous marriage.
The model-turned-actress appears with Ryan O'Neal in the movie
"Chances Are," due for release March 10.

Eastwood not among nominees
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor Clint Eastwood, who won a Golden
Globe for best director, isn't among the nominees announced for the
prestigious Directors Guild of America achievement award.
Their nominations mark the five directors as favorites for Academy Awards in March. Only three times in motion picture history
has the DGA award winner failed to go on to win the Oscar for best
director.
The nominees are: Alan Parker, for the civil rights saga "Mississippi Burning;" Charles Cricbton for the crime-caper comedy "A
Fish Called Wanda;" Barry Levinson for the brotherly love story
"Rain Man;" Robert Zemeckls for the semi-animated detective
spoof "Who Framed Roger Rabbit;" and Mike Nichols, for the corporate comedy "Working Girl."
"I was hoping Clint Eastwood would be nominated this year, but
(his film 'Bird') wasn't," said Steven Spielberg, who announced the
nominations Tuesday.

Producer 'stars' on Walk of Fame
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Television producer George Schlatter,
creator of "Laugh-In" and "Real People," was honored with a sidewalk star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Dudley Moore, Sarah Purcell and Dinah Shore were among 250
people standing in front of the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel on Tuesday to witness the unveiling of the walk's 1,885th star.
"George has eluded his Keepers for years," quipped Miss Shore,
whose "Dinah Shore Chevy Show" was produced by Schlatter.
Throughout his career as a producer, director and writer, Schlatter has been responsible for more than 1,000 hours of television.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

New York
Strip
Dinner

Lobster
Tall
Dinner

Prime
Rib
Dinner

Sunday
Brunch
Coming Soon!

8.95

12.95

8.95

Seniors,

Open
Sundays
11:00 til 10:00

(A/hat have,
voygotto
loseP

You're Out!

of the 1989 senior section
if you miss this last portrait shoot.

Sittings NOW
through this Friday!
Walk-ins accepted lonoon and 1-4 p.m.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 now to schedule
your appointment today!
This is the last session and your last chance

Be a hit and immortalize yourself!

Free
Admission

Free
Admission

Tonight-

Cakewalkin' Jass Band 8-11 p.m.

Friday-

The Doting Game and Comedian
Tony Domenico 8-10 p.m. (all in
Falcon's Nest!)

Saturday- MARDI GRAS 7-midnight
in Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union.
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Elsewhere
Jury choice controversial
Well-informed jurors on North trial may be disqualified
by Mike Feinsilber
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Oliver North was an
outlaw to some Americans and a hero to others, but those people won't qualify to sit in
judgment of him. The court is looking for
jurors who barely heard of him.
A Jury of North's peers — the term means
a cross-section of his fellow citizens, not
necessarily his equals — can be found and
can render justice, many legal experts say,
even with the exclusion of those who saw
North confessing on television that he deceived lawmakers about selling arms to
Iran.
"Jurors are asked to bring a certain
common sense into the jury room and try to
determine whether a particular story makes
sense and look witnesses in the eye to tell
who is telling the truth," said Philip Lacovara, a former prosecutor in another notorious case, Watergate. "It is not necessary
for people to be highly educated or current in
world affairs to make that assessment.''
Many other legal experts agreed. "It's a
burden to find qualified jurors, but I'm not
saying it can't oe done,' says Wayne LaFave of the University of Illinois law faculty.
But some disagree. "I wouldn't want people who lived in Washington, the seat of
government, on that jury who were so uninformed," said Bill Moffitt, a well-known
criminal defense lawyer.
"Are they going to be interested in what
goes on inside the courtroom if they were so
uninterested for so long on what went on out-

side it?"
Moffitt said justice would be better served
if six of the jurors could be drawn from the
uninformed and six from those who followed
the evolution of the Iran-Contra affair.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell said
as the trial began that he wanted jurors "ignorant" of North's activities.
To compel North to testify before Congress, he was granted immunity. Now what
he said cannot be used as evidence to convict
him. He is charged with obstructing presidential and congressional inquiries, Tying to
Congress and shredding evidence.
For six days in the summer of 1987, the
Marine officer, alone, beribboned and with
single-minded intensity, testified about acts
he said were motivated by love of country.
He became a household name. Former
President Reagan declared him a national
hero even though he had to discharge him as
an aide. Songs were written about him, his
face graced T-shirts and "Olliemania"
swept the country. Conservatives vied for
his endorsement in last fall's campaigns.
North commanded $20,000 fees for delivering speeches.
His critics in Congress and elsewhere
characterized him as a loose cannon. The
House-Senate Iran-Contra committees said
he was so obsessed with secrecy that he lied
to Congress, the American people, the attorney general, the State Department, the CIA
and the National Security Council.
One of the first people to qualify as a potential juror in North s trial, which opened
Tuesday, told the judge that whenever the
Iran-Contra hearings came on "I turned the

television off; it was boring."
That may be troubling, but a jury need not
be composed of well-informed people to be
fair, the legal experts said. Gesell himself
recalled how many jurors lived through the
Watergate scandal in ignorance of it.
"The defense might be concerned that
they are losing relatively alert people who
might bring sharply critical powers to the
decision making process," said Steven Penrod, a University of Minnesota professor
with degrees in psychology and law.
"On the other hand, I m not sure the defense would mind losing those people. It may
very well be to the advantage of tne defense
to muddy the waters, obscure the issues and
exploit tne confusion that may arise."
Of course it bothers me that the wellinformed jurors almost automatically must
be eliminated, said Harvard law professor
Alan Dershowitz, "but one always operates
within the constraints. If anything, Oliver
North is getting one of the unfairest trials —
unfair on his side. He has been able to get
charges dropped to protect national secrets
and he has a president, a former president
and the intelligence community on his side."
"Don't forget that all the pre-trial publicity hasn't been unfavorable," added Neal
Sonnett of Miami, president-elect of the
National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers. "Don't forget the movement to
pardon North. Not many people facing serious felony charges are asked to speak in
support of the re-election of members of
Congress. So the government has to be as
careful about prejudiced jurors as the defense."
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Death reveals
star's gender
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) A jazz performer whose high
notes entertained nightclubSoers in Western states for
ecades was a woman, but
her fans and adopted sons
never knew until her recent
death, a funeral director said
Tuesday.
Donald Ball, director of
Ball & Dodd Funeral Home,
confirmed that Billy Tip ton,
who lived as a man before dying at age 74, was a woman.
Ball said he privately informed Jon Clark, one of Tipton's three adopted sons, that
his "father" was really female so Clark would not have
to learn it from the death certificate.
"I was just trying to break
it to him gently," Ball said. "I
just didn't want him to find
out in a public office. It's been
a very difficult thing to handle."
"I'm just lost," Clark told a
local newspaper. He said he
learned the truth last Wednesday, four days after Tipton died of a bleeding ulcer.
"He'll always be Dad,"
Clark said. "But I think that
he should have left something
behind for us, something that
would have explained the

truth."
According to information
given funeral directors by Kitty Oakes, the woman Tipton
identified as his wife, Tipton
was born Dec. 29,1914, in Oklahoma City and raised in
Kansas City, Mo.
Tipton apparently decided
to transform his sexual identity in order to have a career
as a musician during an era
when performing in a swing
band was strictly for men, the
Spokesman-Review newspaper reported Tuesday.
No one knew," Ms. Oakes,
who separated from Tipton 10
years ago, told the newspaper. She refused to talk
about her life with Tipton,
saying he died with the secret
and that should be respected.
"The real story about Billy
Tipton doesn't have anything
to do with gender. He was a
fantastic, almost marvelous,
and generous person," she
said.
Tipton, a saxophone and
Siano player, performed with
le Jack Teagarden, Russ
Carlyle and Scott Cameron
bands, then formed the Billy
Tipton Trio in the 1950s and
played nightclubs throughout
the West.

Removal

Emissions test may end
by The Associated Press

Service stations participating
in Ohio's year-old auto emission
testing program in the Cleveland and Cincinnati areas may
drop out in droves if the state
doesn't double the test fee to $10,
service station officials say.
"Frankly, most have stayed
with the program in anticipation
of the higher fee," said Lynn
Bearer, assistant director of the
Northern Ohio Petroleum and
Repair Association. "I think the
station owners will be very disappointed if it doesn't go
through."
Matt Sylvester, who owns a
service station in Cleveland,
said Wednesday he would stop
performing the tests if the state

didn't increase the $5 fee, $3 of
which goes to the station. The
other $2 goes to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency,
which administers the program.
"It's too much trouble," said
Sylvester, whose service station
did 221 emission tests during
January.
Under pressure from the federal government, Ohio's program was begun Feb. 1, 1988,
because ozone amounts in the
Cincinnati and Cleveland areas
had previously exceeded federal
clean-air limits. Ozone, a
breathing irritant, is formed by
the reaction in sunlight of
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides from industrial and auto
emissions.
Critics of Ohio's auto emissions testing program say the

SUNWORKS
T.A.N.N.I.N.G. S.T.U.D.I.O.
Free booth with each bed visit
352-2530

Looking for a unique

way
to wish your sweetie...

visual inspections of automotive
emission-control systems are
ineffective and catch few violators. The test takes about 15
minutes.
The testing includes a visual
inspection of all emission control equipment to check for illegal tampering and to ensure that
all devices are properly installed and connected. Tailpipes are
tested for leaded gasoline use,
and the size of the opening to the
gasoline tank is checked.
Owners of all post-1979 cars in
Hamilton and Butler counties in
southwest Ohio, and Lake, Lorain and Cuyahoga counties in
northeast Ohio must have inspection certificates to renew
automobile licenses. Vehicles
that fail the test must be repaired.

! Continued from page 4.
under constant inspection,"
Boutelle said.
He said units are inspected by
University environmental services staff, and, since last June,
a high voltage maintenance firm
called High Voltage Maintenance.
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Lady cagers sneak by EMU
Falcons offense lacks scoring punch in 54-49 victory
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

It has only happened once
within the past three seasons.
Until last night.
The Bowling
Green
women's basketball team's
54-49 win over
Eastern Michigan last
night in Anderson Arena,
marks only the
second time Gorman
since 1985 that
the Falcons have been held to
less than 55 points in a game.
The 1985 game against Central
Michigan produced the same result — a 53-52 victory for the
Falcons.
The victory over the Hurons,
BG's ninth straight, keeps the
Falcons in sole possession of
first place in the Mid-American
Conference. It also increases
their record to 16-3 overall and

8-0 in the MAC. The game
dropped EMU to 4-14 overall and
1-7 in the MAC.
Even with senior Jackie Motycka returning to the starting
lineup, the Falcons struggled in
their attempts to get their
offensive game going, especially
in their first naif A strong
Huron defense shut down BG's
inside game and held them to
only 29 points at the intermission.
"We didn't move well inside,"
said Falcon head coach Fran
Voll. "We didn't have anything
going for us.
"Our inside penetration and
our offensive boards were of
most concern to us at halftime."
Following the half, EMU continued in its shutting off BG's inside offense to keep the game
within one until 7:54 left in the
game.
But the Falcons, spurred by
back-to-back field goals by
Cathy Koch and Angie Bonner,
embarked on an offensive drive.
They outscored the Hurons 11-5
in the final minutes of the game

to take them over the top for
good.
"We came out in the second
half knowing what we had to
do," Falcon forward Traci
Gorman said. "Their zone (defense) made our outside game
come on."
Gorman, a six foot sophomore, led BG's outside shooting
game by hitting five of eleven
shots and adding one free throw
off a technical foul on EMU's
Kelly Hebler for 11 points. She
also added four rebounds and
two assists.
"I usually look for the shot,"
said Gorman, who averages 6.7
Kints per game. "Oncel starI hitting, I wanted to get the
ball."
The game ended up being decided at the free throw line — an
area in which the Falcons are
among the nation's leaders.
The Hurons shot a dismal
three of ten from the line for 30
percent, while the Falcons sank
10 of 11 for 91 percent.
"We executed our game plan
to a tee," said EMU head coach
Cheryl Getz. "We just missed
key free throws."

"I am just thankful they didn't
hit key snots at key times," Voll
said. "The shots from the free
throw line obviously made a big
difference."
That difference for BG was
junior Tecca Thompson.
Thompson, a 5-foot-10 forward, went sue of six from the
line, which contributed to her
game high of 12 points. She
posted four rebounds, one assist
and one steal.
In terms of defense, BG was
led by Bonner who posted nine
points and 10 rebounds.
Chris Chandler led the Hurons
with a game high of 12 points
and five rebounds.
□ O D

Last night, Motycka saw her
first significant amount of playing time since injuring her foot
against Miami. She scored two
points in the 21 minutes she was
in the game.
"We just have to find out
where she is at," Voll said,
commenting on Motycka'sperformance. Tonight, 21 minutes
is not a bad outing, but she is going to have to struggle a little bit
before she is back.

SI accuses Miami's Clayton
MIAMI (AP) — Miami DolEhins wide receiver Mark Clayon is described as a "big user"
of cocaine in this week's Sports
Illustrated by an admitted drug
dealer, but the player's agent
described the article as slanderous.
Agent David Ware called the
charges in Sports Illustrated
"entirely false, shameless, yellow journalism."
The Feb. 6 issue of the magazine quotes state prosecutor's
documents in which a former
limousine driver who is charged

Bowling Greens Heather Finfrock moves around Eastern's Kerry Porter
in route to an easy layup. The Falcons won the qame 54-49 Wednesday at
Anderson Arena.

House For Sale By Owner

with cocaine trafficking describes Clayton and suspended
Dolphins wide receiver Mark
Duper as "big users" of cocaine.
The article reports that Ricky
Arroyo told the Dade County
State Attorney's Office that he
shared cocaine with the two
players on "two or three occasions" starting in 1983, and gave
Clayton "four or five grams" of
cocaine before a game this past
season.
Arroyo, 29, arrested last
March on charges of attempting
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Half block from campus at
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• Three bedrooms • 2 full baths
• Stone exterior
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to purchase more than $100,000
of cocaine, was a driver for
Super Duper Limo, co-owned by
Duper, who was suspended by
the NFL in December for violating the league's substance abuse
policy. Duper, like Clayton, has
denied using cocaine.
Clayton, 27, who played in
Sunday's Pro Bowl in Honolulu,
has an unlisted phone number
and could not be reached for
comment. Ware said he didn't
expect Clayton to comment publicly on the allegations.
"What purpose would it serve
to say anything in a situation
like this?" Ware told The Miami
Herald.
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Brussels
Munich
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259
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Arroyo's attorney, Herb Cohen, said his client gave the
magazine the information about
Clayton after being dissatisfied
with the reaction from NFL officials.
Cohen told SI that Arroyo first
gave the information to John
Bellizzi, the executive director
of the International Officers Association in Albany, N.Y.
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"To the best of my knowledge,
Mark Clayton has not tested positive on the league-wide drug
tests," Shula said in a statement.
Shula said Dolphins security
officials will investigate the allegations about Clayton. Stu
Weinstein, the team's security
director, said an investigation of
Duper should be completed by
the end of the month.
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"Mark Clayton has never been
charged with any crime, never
been subpoenaed to testify about
any crime. But through slanderous innuendo, Sports Illustrated
is trying to convince the public
that Mark is guilty."
State Attorney Janet Reno
would not comment on the SI article or the existence of any
documents containing statements from Arroyo.
Dolphins coach Don Shula said
he was unaware of any drug use
by Clayton.
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Falcons fall short again
Second half comeback falls shorf 70-69
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports editor

The Bowling Green men's
basketball team fought an uphill
battle for most of 40 minutes last
night in Anderson Arena and
came inches away to getting
over the top - just in time.
The Falcons, who were down
by 16 points at halftime and
trailed by seven points with 4:28
remaining, fought relentlessly
and came within a Lamon Pippin fastbreak layup that rolled
in and out of the basket with four
seconds remaining.
The result was a 70-69 victory
for the Eastern Michigan Hurons and another case of heartbreak for BG. The loss, which
dropped the Falcons' record to
8-11 overall and 2-6 in MAC play,
was the second of the one point
variety in a row.
"We're one rebound and one
layup away from being 4-4 (in
the MAC) and challenging the
other teams in the conference,"
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said, referring to the secondstraight last-second loss for his
team.
"Not many teams come into
this building and build a lead
like we did," Hurons' head
coach Ben Braun said. "In the
second half we played tentatively and lost our agression.
That really hurt us."
The Hurons dominated the
first half of play and looked to be
in complete control. After the
Falcons jumped out to a 4-3 lead
in the first minute of action, they

Courtesy the Kei Paul Vernon
The Falcons Lamon Pippin battles two Eastern Michigan defenders for the ball in Wednesday night's game.
Although Pippin won this battle, BG lost their second straight, 70-69.

rolled off 13 unanswered points another McLane miss and a
to take a 16-4 lead with 14:24 to converted a lavup off a dish
from McLane, the Falcons were
go in the half.
The Hurons slowly built their within one at 68-67 with just over
lead and took a 43-27 advantage a minute to play.
Two free-throws by EMU's
into the lockerroom at the
intermission. Center Brian No- Isaac Henderson made the score
lan and guard Lorenzo Neely led 70-67 with 49 seconds left. But
the EMU onslaught, scoring BG's McLane again answered,
nine points each. As a team, the this time with a pull-up jumper
Hurons shot a blazing 59 percent in the lane with 42 seconds left to
make the score 70-69.
for the half.
The Hurons ran the clock
On the other hand, the Falcons
continued their poor shooting down to 13 seconds before Neely
from the field in going 10-29 135 was fouled. He missed the front
end of the one and one and the
percent) for the half.''
BG outscored the visitors 10-2 ball went into the hands of
in the first four minutes of the McLane. He dribbled the length
second half to cut the lead to to of the floor and passed the ball to
45-37. But Hughes hit a three- a sprinting Pippin, who's drivpoint bomb and the Hurons went ing layup rolled around the rim
on another scoring spree. Dur- and out.
A mad scramble for the loose
ing the next four minutes, EMU
outscored BG 16-5 and took a ball underneath the Falcon basket
followed, and when a travel61-42 lead with 11:52 remaining.
But just as the 2,493 in atten- ing call on the Hurons stopped
dance were about to call this one the play, there was two seconds
a night, the Falcons started left on the clock.
After a BG timeout, Moore intheir final run at the Hurons.
Led by junior guard Darrell bounded the ball on the baseline,
McLane, BG scored 18 points to but his pass was picked off by
EMU's four in the following se- Huron Charles Thomas.
ven minutes.
The surge was culminated
SPRING BREAK 1989
when Joe Moore tipped in a
McLane missed layup off a steal
to bring the Falcons within five,
(65-60) with 4:32 left.
A Neely 15-foot jump shot on
the next possession stretched
MEXICO 7 NIGHTS
the Huron lead to 67-60. But
Acaputco from 1349
McLane countered as he hit a
Puerto Vallaf U front $J*9
MaiaBar.lromS319
three-point shot which closed the
BAHAMAS
gap to four. The Huron lead was
Ff ••pet from 1469
at five (6W3) with 2:00 remainCARNIVAL CRUISE
ing, but when Moore tipped in
* Fl lauoVdale Combo horn $660

McLane provides spark for BG
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

Before Jan. 22nd's game
against Western Michigan, Falcon men's basketball coach Jim
Larranaga said he was looking
for "a spark to ignite the fire."
The cagers were going into the
match-up winless in four attempts in the Mid-American
Conference and were coming off
a 65-42 shellacking from the
Miami Redskins.
The spark Larranaga was
looking for came from freshman
guard Kirk Whiteman, who
scored 13 points in the game.
Last night, the spark junior
guard Darryl McLane not only
provided a spark, but was the
tire in the Falcons 70-69 heartbreaking loss to the Eastern Mi-

chigan Hurons.
McLane tossed in 18 points, dished off six assists and nad three
steals. Although he had pulled a
hamstring before the MAC
opener at Toledo, McLane said
he feels confident in his game
now.
"In last Saturday's Central
Michigan game I ran the court
the best I have since the injury,"
McLane said. "Coach (Larranaga) felt like I wasn't mentally
ready to play, but deep down inside, I knew I was ready."
With the Falcons trailing 43-27
at the hhalf, McLane scored 16
of his 18 points during the second
half— bringing the cagers back
to within shoot inn distance of the
Hurons.
McLane said he was trying to
create offensive opportunities
for the cagers.

"I tried to utilize my quickness and speed," McLane
said."I also try to push the ball
up the court — trying to create
something at the offensive end
of the court."
Larranaga said he was
pleased by McLane's perform-
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W

of Government Books
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"His role is to create shots for
the other guys," Larranaga
said. "He did that tonight having
six assists and he probably had
at least two others which should
have been layups for us.
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Come be a part of the DATING GAME!

354 - °558

Frl., Feb. 3rd at 8 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest

WORKING GIRL
EVENINGS 6 50 9 20

- If interested in being a contestant, please fill out the coupon
below and return it to the information desk in the Union no
later than Thurs., Feb. 2nd by noon. Sponsored by (^

i THREE FUGITIVES PG-13 W
/EMNGS715930

A. UAO
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION.
KNOWS
FEBRUARY 8, 7:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

-A- Prizes awarded to winners! *

TWINS PG
/ENINGS7 00935
I THE NAKED GUN PG 13
EVENINGS 9 45 only
DEEPSTAR SIX R
EVENINGS 7 05 only
RAINMAN
EVENINGS 6 40 915

Tonight! 9:00 p.m. in Gish Film Theatre
• EVA MARIE SAINT • MARLON BRANDO •

ON THE WATERFRONT
Free and Open to the public

Stop by the MAZE at Mardi Gras on Saturday!
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PHONE #:
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* Please return this to the Union Information Desk *
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Application for
Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Friday, March 3, 1989
The Hollis A. Moore Scholarship was established to recognize students who contribute to
Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in University Community
activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3 0 G.P.A., demonstrate active
participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview with the selection
committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office of the Vice
President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 3, 1989
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center.
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CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Meeting Thursday. Feb 2.8 00pm
Mileti Alumm Center
Sleeting Commiflee el 7 30p m
We wvJ be getting picture taKen tor Key1
••-HAPPY HOURS*'•
Recreation Majors Association are sponsonng a
Happy Hours at Mark's Thursday From 4p m 9pm
Are you a Chrtstlanmterested m exploring issues around Human Sexuality like pre-marital
sex. abonxm homosexuality etc' It so (Oin us
at United Christian Fellowship tor bOle study
and discussion on Thursday at 6pm UCF is located at Thurshn and Ridge 353-7534 tor
mofeflto
ATTENTION VETERANS
Tired ot getting tost m the shuttle between the
University and Government Unite! An Orgam
national meeting will be "eld immediately For
more information cal 353 7746 3098
Baeebai Card Show
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Sun Feb 5 10 4
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BOBMARLEY TRIBUTE
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Your Answer A MASSAGE!!
$10 00 session Call 3S3-4M3.
TYPING SERVICES lor all types ot papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8am lo 9pm
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Is the place to be'
For you and your posse"
ThunderMrd Htl. S119 Of<ve $226Bus
Claredon Plan 1149 Dnve-8236 Bus
8 days. 7 nights m the heart of the strip
Call Mark 353-5957
Warren 353-4284
$50 Deposit or Ful Payment Required
10% Discount at TO's Tanning Too
with every signup (Regular $30)
Deadline Feb 28
Hurry Seats are going fast

L AG A
There will be a L A G A meeting this week
Live Falcon Hockey on WBQU 88.1 FM
Fr 4 Sat at 7 25
Bowhng Green at Miami
88.1 FM WBGU Your Sports Leader'
Quit Fighting those tution tidal waves' Buy a rattle ticket to win a tree semester The Roanng
Rattle Rippiers will sell tickets Feb 27-Mar 4
Keep watching and don't WIPE OUT*
Women For Women presents a coffeehouse
*ith Ann Reed February 2 in the Amani Room
N E Commons 7 30*9 30 Free and open to an
more mfo CaH 372-2281
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO A
BAMA I I (RESIDE
A Fireside can be a brief presentation of the
Baha'l Faith, an informal and open discussion exploring facets ot the Faith, a musical
presentation, or just an evening tor getting
acquainted. Come Investigate the youngest
ot the world's Independent religions In the
ocmfort ot a home setting, tree from the
pressure of proselytizing.
1st and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM
Home ot Jim 8 Vicky CorOtt
640 Peart St B G
352 7877 (lor a ride)

Lost grey wallet Saturday 28th either m MSC
210 or Jaycees Recycling Center on Poe Rd
CaH 2 6293
Lost- One south Channel Leather Jacket at Tea
on Saturday
reward ottered- Call Deve
372 1389

' " ALPHA PHI" '
HEART-2-HEART
' 'ALPHA PHI' '
''COCO BAKE SALE NTSA' ■
Bake Sale COCO Bake Sale
NTSA Bake Sale COCO
Durmg Chanties Week
Moseiey Had

B>g Nonna
Hi' I HJSI wanted to let you and the rest of BG
know how proud I am to be your little' I can't
wait for tonight and initiation'
I love you-LU Shannon

Cherrywood Health Spa-Tannmg Booth
10 visits tor $20 352 9378
Cindy.
I'm happy your my girlfriend'
Love Bill
Congratulations to the Brothers of the Week
C. TREEND. E. RICE. S. O'CONNOR, and R.
TERRIS-The Brothers ot Sigma Phi Epsilon

* ALPHA PHI'
HEARTS-HEART
Happy Hours Mock Wedding
Fnday Feb 10
5 9 UPTOWN
HEARTS-HEART
'ALPHA PHI'

DANOAWSON
Congratulations on becoming a new active
member ot Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity and lor being
selected as a rider on the 1989 PUSH America
Team"' Good Luck"1
Your New B»g Keith

•CELIACASTELLANO*
Good luck this weekend' Only 44 days until
Spring Break'
Love. Ann

Dan (Herb-el Traweek
Congratulations on your mtiation mto Kappa Sigma
Love, the Alpha Phi s

•TRACY FRANK'
Be conlident because you are gomg to do great
this weekend'
I Love Ya Ann

DARLA HAINES
Congratulations on your recent Sigma Chi engagment to Butch Bard
Love. Your Chi Omega Sisters

1 or 2 females needed tor apt. next year Call
372-1882 for more mfo

Do.ir AJ
Once m a while we meet someone who makes
us feel good Who seems to understand us m a
way tew people couk) and as the days go by.
my love, there's things I see m you Your
gentleness, faithfulness love and wisdom to
name a few These and more you've shared
with me and I want to do this too Let them all
be considered reflections ol the feelings I have
for you And as I try and often fail. I only hope
you'd know, your tenderness and patience >s
helping me to grow Once in awh4e we meet
someone on whom we can depend and hopefully, it you let it be. I'd like lo be that special
Inend
Love. Jacko

'Oth Uptown Downtown Anniversary Party
Saturday Feb 11 5pm
$2 00 Admission
■Al you can eat pizza
■F*st 200 get Iree t-shirts
Free mugs, visors door prices for all"
Don't Miss Out'

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS Federal Express Typing. Resumes FAX Copies
ADPi Spring Rush ADPi
February 6.7.8 at the Alpha Delta Pi house
When only the best will do. ADPi where sisterhood isn't fust a word'

Alpha PhlsQet ready to rock and Roll at the Rock alike
Friday at 8:00 in the N.E. COMMONS
Your Alpha Sig Producers
John ft DR.
Alpha Sigma Phi would like lo thank everyone for making the SAMSfAlpha Sigma Phi
sklp-e-meel such a great success!

To whoever picked up the brown eel skll wallet Friday (1-27-89) at Sundance Keep me
cash but please return the wallet and its other
contents lO s and credit cards are a pain to replace please Either return to Sundance
anonymously or call 354 2354 and tel Kraig
where ne can pick it up Thanks no question
Asked

Alpha Sigma Phi would like to lhank every
one tor making the SAMS/ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Skip-e-meal such a great success!

Basic Math thru Calculus Chemistry and Physics Oakhurst Learning Center Call 874 3349

BGSU LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 17-181969
LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR BGSU CAMPUS
IS MONDAY. FEBRUARY 6TH
TO AVOID $10 LATE FEE

Charities Week Bake Sale
Off-Campus Student Center
Jan 30 Feb 3. llam-lpm

Lost small tan purse at 11 -way tea Need my
keys and IDS' Give me a break No questions
Ca*2-5141

SERVICES OFFERED

SPRING BREAK-IT'S NOT TOO LATE
-Florida-Si99 round trip pp
Jamaica pkg $529 (quad rate)
Bahamas* Nassau) pkg $480 pp (quad rate)
Acapuico pkg $559 pp (quad rate)
(includes round-tnp airfare, hotel, transfers)
Going Fast so call TODAY 352 41 79

* 'ALPHAPHI* "
HEARTS-HEART
* 'ALPHA PHI* '

Alpha Delta Pi proudly congratulates her FaH
1988 Order of Omega Initiate Kim Thuf Mary
JoFrotO ft KtfTtoertyn Forte

LOST & FOUND

b-One Travel
• * " ATTENTION BGSU STAFF ■ • ■
Detroit to St Louis S38 round trip

• ' " ALPHA OMICRON PI *" *
The time is almost here girls' Our t st date party
is gomg to be awesome1''
• ■ "ALPHA OMICRON PI* ' •

Falcon basketball on WBQU M.I FM
Sat Kent State at B G
Women 5 30 Men 8 00
88.1 WBGU You' sports Wade-'

HISTORIAN SOCIETY MEETING
TODAY 7:00-900 PM
218 Hayes Hall
History majors ate encouraged to attend"
Al are welcomed1'

Aren't you dying to have a Tie-Dye T-Shirt'
Bring summer in early with HSA The Shirts win
be on sale in the Union Foyer Jan 30 Feb 3 9
am- 5 pm lor only $10

BRATHAUS
WED and THURS
Featuring 16 oz Busch Beer
KamikaziSi 00
Schnaaps(any ttavor) 75
All Night Long

Extra Time' Enjoy Children''
CRC otters a vanety ot volunteer positions interested persons call 352 7588

Graduate Student Lunches Every Friday soup
and sandwiches S1 00 UCF Corner o< Thurshn and Ridge This week Or. Elizabeth Allgeter. Psychology, will discuss "Sexual harassment"

AMERICAN PICTURES
tt WIN* change the way you think about America'
Don t miss it'
February 8. 7 00 pm Grand Ballroom

Alpha Sigma Phi would like to thank everyone for making SAMSfAlpha Sigma Phi sfclpa-meal such a great success!
Alpha Xis
Good luck with the Rock-a-llke
Well see you Friday at 8:00 in the N.E.
COMMONS. We know you can win it!
Your Alpha Slg Producers,
Rob and Ed

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

Do you have a sweet tooth'
Baked goodies can be found m Moseiey Hail
DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK
DRY DOCK will not be open on Saturday' We
will be participating m the Mardi Gras in the
Union trom 7 p m -12. so come and )oin the
fun'
DRY DOCK * DRY DOCK

Due to popular demand
18 and over
DANCE PARTY
Every Sunday Night
at
Uptown
'Free T-shirts - raffle
' Free popcorn

EILEEN FLAHERTY
Just because we don't get together much
doesn't mean I don't think ot you' Let's start
planning the next cruise' Miss ya'
Love. Lisa
Falcon basketball on WBGU 86.1 FM
Sal Kent State at B G
Women 5 30 Men 8 00
88.1 FM Your sports leader'

Get Involved
USG CABINET POSITION OPEN
National. State-Community
Affairs coordinator
Apply
405 Student Services

How does 8500.00 Sound to you ? Apply now
for BGSU Alumni Chapter Scholarships. Application for fourteen Chapter Scholarships
are now being accepted and are available
through the MHetl Alumni Center) Call
372-27014 for further Information. Applications are due February 3
Don't miss Out*
IBM PS 2 model 60 with monitor, printer, keyboard. DOS CaH Carl 354 169B After 6 pm
LEGAL JOINT $1
During Fnday Happy Hours 3-9pm
AT BRATHAUS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

AHMYROTC
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Q*orf Ovandwi 372-2478
Room 1 SI Memorial Hall

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Live Falcon Hockey on WBGU 66.1 FM
Fn a Sat at 7 25
Bowling Green at Miami
86.1 FM Your Sports Leader I

OUTREACH
...Because USG wants to make a difference
for-You!

Personals: Extern Experience. Applications
Due Feb 3.1689. At MHetl Alumni Center.
Q What is American Pictures'?
A UAO
Volunteers m Progress
Social Justice Committee
intert ratemity Council
Resident Student Association knows
USG
Rallvtew Mini-Warehouse
(at the corner of Railroad Ave And Lehman
Ave ) 5x7-9x1 5-9x30
Preferred Properties Co
352-9378

RESERVATIONS TO DAYTONA
only $50 down Cal Ramona at 353-7236 for
anappt

Male Roommate Needed for house Close to
Campus
$200 00 mo
plus utilities
352 5822
Needed IMMEDIATELY! Female to share one
bdrm apt on summit $185 00 mo plus elec
turn laund Call Michelle 353-6841
One female needed IMMEDIATELY to sublease
4 man apt with 2 others girls on 2nd St Only
450 00 Meg Daepenrtel 01353-7626
Person or persons to snare apartment lor summer 89 Couples welcome, your own roommale or female Real close to campus rent neg
No elected officials Cal George 353-4973
Two females needed to share apartment for
89 90 year Cal Kay or Karen 353-8900

Wanted: Students who want to gain valuable
fob experience! Apply for the Extern Experience. DEADLINE: Feb3. I960.

SAMS/MTV Rock-a-llke
Frt. Feb. 3rd 6-12 p.m.
N.E. COMMONS. All ages Welcome!
Rock and Roll with the "stars"

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer ot 1989'
Need a summer job' Don t Wait til the last
mmute' Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jeflystone Camp Resort, is looking for 2 creative.
Outgoing persons to coordinate A direct activities lor a family camping resort Location Aurora. Ohio 5 miles from Sea World of Ohio and
Geaupa Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a must Living Facilities provided If interested, send resume to
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Oh* 44255

SAMS/MTV Rock-a-llke
Fri.Feb 3rd 6-12 pm
N.E. COMMONS all ages welcomed
Rock and roll with the "stars."
SCHELLY TSCHAN
Congratulations on your recent Delta Tau Delta
engagement to Lance Melier
Love Your Chi Omega Sisters
SPRING BREAK
NASSAU-PARADISE ISLAND
FROM $299 00
PACKAGE INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP AIR. TRANSFERS. 7 NIGHTS
HOTEL.
BEACH PARTIES FREE LUNCH CRUISE.
FREE
ADMISSION TO NIGHTCLUBS TAXES &
MORE"
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE'"
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP EARN FREE
TRIP'
1 -800-231 01 >3 OR (203) 9673330

The best kept secret award ol the year goes to
Brenda Haugh for keeping her engagement to
Bill Oanner a secret for more than a month'
L 6 L. your ADPi Sisters
The Brothers of Theta Chi would like to encourage Shaun Robert to strap some on and give
away the lavaker m his dresser drawer
The Brothers of Theta Chi wish Robin Beat the
best of luck m the 1989 Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATUALTE KEITH ALLEMAN AND
KIM EPSTEIN ON THEIR SIGMA CHI-PHI MU
LAVAUERING GOOD LUCK1
The Sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate Maria Gemck. Beth Rutgers, and Julie
Lamoni for being selected lo be on Panhet Cabinet
To my grandllttte Eryka Hitchmgs
Cong-ads on your U T Pike lavakenng'
Love. Kelly

To the AOTT's Guys
Were you one of the lucky men to be asked to
the very tst AOTT date party'' Get psyched'
Winners announced tomorrow
Want to give a special Valentine'
(Ttwik The Cookie Bin)
Order Now' 353-2272 at Woodland Mai
Win a free UAO trip to Daytona for 2 plus
$100 00 Cash1 You are automaticaly entered
with each tanning package purchased before
Feb 24 buy as many as you wish use them
anytime during Spring Semester Sign up at THE
TANNING CENTER 2 locations downtown-the
WASH House 248 N Man or Hair Unlimited
143 W Wooster
Call 354 1559
or
353-3281 for mfo Your Tanning Professional
since 1980
YOU can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE in
Communications
Pubfcc Relations
Marketing
Sales
Apply NOW for the BGSU spring Teletund1"
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni
Centor from 8 00-5 00 until Friday or Cal Pam
Atchison at 372-7698
"What Is American Pictures?"
Hint: it will be the biggest show of the year.
Feb 8 7pm Grand Ballroom

Area Photo-processing company has position
open for photo lab technician Positive attitude
& good communication skids more important
than experience Win train Send reply to ATTN
Manager 1843 Tiffm Ave . Findtay Oh 45840
BOSTON BECKONS
Boston's leading nanny placement agency invites you to spend a chalengmg and profitable
year with carefully screened professional families Complete support network awaits your arrival Round trip air beautiful New England
neighborhoods-We care1 Call American Au Pair
today 1-800-262-8771

Counselors coed camp m N E Pa. close to
NYC. has opening lor general counselors as
well as specialists for land and water sports,
drama rocketry, computers. A4C. tripping.
rope courses, etc We will be holding on campus interviews For mlo 4 application, write G
Lustig 80 W 66th St 15-E New York. New
York 10023

Help Wanted Bartending, waiter-waitress &
floor walker positions are available at Toledo's
only FUNDRINKERY Only lun and exciting
people need apply in person at Henry j's WedSun after 8 pm at 1532 S Byrne. Glenbyrne
Shopping Center
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job Imed up now1 Head Lifeguard - rate based on experience Lifeguards all
shitts-4 00/hr If interested, contact
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392SR 82
Mantua. OH 44255
(Near Sea World ot Ohio)
Live-in summer time help m pnvate house Babysitting 6 hght housekeeping Call or write
MOTHERS LITTLE HELPER 30574 Woodstream Drive Farmmgton HJIs. Ml 48018 Ph
313851-0680
Make hundreds in your spare time placing posters Noseling Call (918) 33MONEY
Secretary Receptionist
week Call 352 5822

15-20

hours

per

Taking applications for grill cooks prep cooks,
waitress, cashiers Exceeenl opportunity for
growth and advancement Apply at Buckeye
Travelers Mall 76 State Rt 18 and 75 N Baltimore Oho

WANTED Two bright dependable, creative individuals to fil one part-lime and one full-time
copy editing position atThe B.G. News. Available immediately Contact Julie. Dennis H or
Judi at 214 West HaU. 372 2603 it interested

FOR SALE

1978 Plymouth Horuon. 4 Door 4 Cybnder. 4
Speed. New Battery 6 Clutch High Miledge
$275 00 CSJI3723160 Leave Message
1985 Renault Alliance Interior looks new.
stereo 6 cassette. AC. new muffler Runs
great Take over payments $147 88<mo
352-11 72 morning
1986 Dodge Colt. 4-door. like new. excellent
condition, only 6800 m*es $5200 or best
Offer 425 0306

1 Female roommate
Fal 69-Sprmg 90
Cal Immediately
Kim 353-4160

2 round tnp tickets to Daytona for Spring Break
CeJI372-6127
"For Sale'
1971 VW Bug High miles, but runs great Very
dependable Cal 353-5240

Female mite wanted tor 89-90 school year
House very close !o campus AH utilities paid
Call 353-3348 ask for Susan J.H. or Tonia

OUTREACH
Because USG wants to make a difference
for-you I

Grsd Student w/ dog seeks same to find &
share apt/House 89-90 Cal Pete C
353 -7 158 ore o Pop Cult

OUTREACH
Because USG wanlt lo make a difference tor Yovll

Live in Christian female, your own room m
exchange lor help with cooking and shopping
Musthavecar Phon6862691

Female roommate wanted for 89-90 school
year House close to campus Own room
352-9242

3525620

724 Sixth
2 bdrm turn apts with
FREE GAS HEAT WATER. SEWER & HBO
Laundry facilities on premises
9 ^/2 month lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 South Mam
352-5620

801 Fifth
2 bdrm turn A untum apts
FREE GAS HEAT WATER & SEWER
9 1/2412 month leases
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 South Main

352-5620

Anyone wanted for apt close to campus Only
payelec Cheap" (216) 638-5162

Apart torrent Furnished Move in now Al utilities paid Jeff 353-7238 or 353-4610

Available Now'
apt for rent 1 bdrm unfurnished 2 bdrm furnished Call after 2 pm 3543533
Viiiiage Green Apts

Campus Manor
4 person balcony apts left for 89-90

Campus Manor Apt
now
216-247 7023 or 352-9302

available

Call

Houses 6 Apartments - Close to Campus
For Summer 1989 8 1989 90 school year
1-267-3341

Houses for 89-90 school year. Steve Smith.
352-8917 or stop by office al 532 Manvdle 'or
listing
Men's black feather motorcycle Jacket, size
42. excellent condition, quilted lining. $100,
no checks. 372-6164.

Needed subieaser for one bedroom apt lor
summer Cal 353-3919

Need a place to live this summer?
We have openings in the Peace House The
House is located across from campus)corner of
Thurslm and Pike). Cal 352-7534

NEW OPENING
1 bdrm apt. untum . close to downtown
$225 mo ptusutii
CaN after 6pm 354-1079

Now leasing for summer and fall
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa
Prelerred Properties Co -353-9378

One bedroom apts for grad students Available
lor fall, close to campus 287-3896

Party room tor rent
Prelerred Properties Co
352-9378

1 978 Fairmont $400-372-5628

2 Coupon Books $75 00
Cal 372-4853

MAKE VALENTINE S DAY
special for your sweetie
BGNEWS
VALENTINE HEARTS
Your message printed inside a
RED heart border on Tues . Feb 14
$550- orders must be placed m person
214 West Hall

1 6 2 bedroom apartments-summer. 9 month 8
12 month leases available 352-7454

Call 352-9302
EARN MONEY AT HOME1 Assemble |ewelry.
toys, electronics, others FT 8 PT work avail
Cal(refund) 1-407 744-3000 Ext S1535A.
24hrs

WANTED

280 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeasiem Pennsylvania. Lohlkan. P.O. Box 234BG, Kenlhvorth. NJ 07033
(201)276-0666.

* 1 bedroom a 2 bedroom
fum 6unfurn apartments
* 123 Manvile (house)
■ Roommates needed male female
CaH John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

705 Seventh
2 bdrm furn apis with
FREE GAS HEAT WATER. SEWER & HBO'
Laundry facilities on premises
9 1 '2 month lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 South Mam

HELP WANTED

SAMS/MTV Roch-a-llke
Fri.Feb 3rd 6-12 pm
N.E. COMMONS, all ages welcome!
Rock and Roll with the "stars."

354-6036

Wanted to till apt or house One male or female Close to campus and furnished Call
353 0325 or 352 7365

RICK WOLCOTT
Happy 22nd Birthday'
The Gang

SAMSfMTV Rock-a-llko
Frt. Feb 3rd 6-12 pm
N.E. COMMONS all ages welcome!
Rock and roll with the " star*."

Jay Mar Apartments
Large two bedroom apts
as low ss $405 00 per month
Laundry Close to campus
Beet the heat with central air

Rallvlew Mini-Warehouse
(at the corner of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave) 5x7-9x1 5-9x30
Preferred Properties
352-9378

Remodeled two bedroom apartment on 4th St
$350 mo plus UN Cal 352-7422
Small Efficiency Avail
immediately
$250 00 mo Util included Prefer grad Student 267-3896
Small efficiency avail immediately $250'mo
util included Prefer Grad student 287-3896
Thurstln Manor
1 or 2 person effic for 89-90
Call 352-9302
Want to stay close?
605 Second St apts
$295/mo lor 1 bdrm

CaH 352-9302

FOR RENT
Wanted to fil apt or house
One male or female Close to campus, fumiShed 353-0325 or 352 7365
601 Third St
t bdrm fum -12 month lease
For Quiet People

704 Fifth St
2 bdrm fum - 9 month lease
Summer Rates

710 Seventh St
2 bdrm unfum ■ 12 month lease

Wei maintained 2 bdrm apts close to campus
leases aval starting May or Aug. 1989 Phone
419-287-4686 850 Scott Harrulhon. Exceptionally nice, modem, turn, laundry facilities.
AC. water 6 sewer mctu 12 mo lease
$595 00 per month. 9 mo lease $695 mo
234 S College-stove 4 refrig lower apt $305
per month

Would you like to live with students who are
concerned about social Issues? We nave
openings In the Peace House, the house Is
located across from campus. Corner of
Thurstln and Pike. Cal 352-7534

